Whose IQ Is It?—Assessor Bias Variance in High-Stakes Psychological Assessment
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Assessor bias variance exists for a psychological measure when some appreciable portion of the score variation that is assumed to reflect examinees’ individual differences (i.e., the relevant phenomena in most psychological assessments) instead reflects differences among the examiners who perform the assessment. Ordinary test reliability estimates and standard errors of measurement do not inherently encompass assessor bias variance. This article reports on the application of multilevel linear modeling to examine the presence and extent of assessor bias in the administration of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children—Fourth Edition (WISC–IV) for a sample of 2,783 children evaluated by 448 regional school psychologists for high-stakes special education classification purposes. It was found that nearly all WISC–IV scores conveyed significant and nontrivial amounts of variation that had nothing to do with children’s actual individual differences and that the Full Scale IQ and Verbal Comprehension Index scores evidenced quite substantial assessor bias. Implications are explored.
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The Wechsler scales are among the most popular and respected intelligence tests worldwide (Groth-Marnat, 2009). The many scores extracted from a given Wechsler test administration have purported utility for a multitude of applications. For example, as pertains to the contemporary version for school-age children (the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children—Fourth Edition [WISC–IV]; Wechsler, 2003), the publisher recommends that resultant scores be used to (a) assess general intellectual functioning; (b) assess performance in each major domain of cognitive ability; (c) discover strengths and weaknesses in each domain of cognitive ability; (d) interpret clinically meaningful score patterns associated with diagnostic groups; (e) interpret the scatter of subtests both diagnostically and prescriptively; (f) suggest classroom modifications and teacher accommodations; (g) analyze score profiles from both an interindividual and intraindividual perspective; and (h) statistically contrast and then interpret differences between pairs of component scores and between individual scores and subsets of multiple scores (Prifitera, Saklofske, & Weiss, 2008; Wechsler, 2003; Weiss, Saklofske, Prifitera, & Holdnack, 2006).

The publisher and other writers offer interpretations for the unique underlying construct meaning (as distinguished from the actual nominal labels) for every WISC–IV composite score, sub-score, and many combinations thereof (Flanagan & Kaufman, 2009; Groth-Marnat, 2009; Mascolo, 2009). Moreover, the Wechsler Full Scale IQ (FSIQ) is routinely used to differentially classify mental disability (Bergeron, Floyd, & Shands, 2008; Spruill, Oakland, & Harrison, 2005) and giftedness (McClain & Pfeiffer, 2012), to discover appreciable discrepancies between expected and observed school achievement as related to learning disabilities (Ahearn, 2009; Kozy & Siegel, 2008), and to exclude ability problems as an etiological alternative in the identification of noncognitive disorders (emotional disturbance, communication disabilities, etc.; Kamphaus, Worrell, & Harrison, 2005).

As Kane (2013) has reminded test publishers and users, “the validity of a proposed interpretation or use depends on how well the evidence supports the claims being made” and “more-ambitious claims require more support than less-ambitious claims” (p. 1). At the most fundamental level, the legitimacy of every claim is entirely dependent on the accuracy of test scores in reflecting individual differences. Such accuracy is traditionally assessed through measures of content sampling error (internal consistency estimates) and temporal sampling error (test–retest stability estimates; Allen & Yen, 2001; Wasserman & Bracken, 2013). These estimates are commonplace in test manuals, as incorporated in a standard error of measurement index. It is sometimes assumed that such indexes fully represent the major threats to test score interpretation and use, but they do not (Hanna, Bradley, & Holen, 1981;
This is referred to as assessor bias (Hoyt & Kerns, 1999; Raudenbush & Sadoff, 2008). Assessor bias is manifest where, for example, a psychologist will tend to drift from the standardized protocol for test administration (altering or ignoring stopping rules or verbal prompts, mishandling presentation of items and materials, etc.) and erroneously scoring test responses (failure to query ambiguous answers, giving too much or too little credit for performance, erring on time limits, etc.). Sometimes these errors appear sporadically and are limited to a given testing session, whereas other errors will tend to reside more systematically with given psychologists and generalize over a more pervasive mode of unconventional, error-bound, testing practice. Administration and scoring biases, most especially pervasive types, undermine the purpose of testing. Their corrupting effects are exponentially more serious when testing purposes are high stakes, and there is abundant evidence that such biases will operate to distort major score interpretations, to change results of clinical trials, and to alter clinical diagnoses and special education classifications (Allard, Butler, Faust, & Shea, 1995; Allard & Faust, 2000; Franklin, Stillman, Burpeau, & Sabers, 1982; Mrazik, Janzen, Dombrowski, Barford, & Krawchuk, 2012; Schafer, De Santi, & Schneider, 2011).

Recently, Waterman, McDermott, Fantuzzo, and Gadsden (2012) demonstrated research designs to estimate the amount of systematic assessor bias variance carried by cognitive ability scores in early childhood. Well-trained assessors applying individually administered tests were randomly assigned to child examinees, whereafter each assessor tested numerous children. Conventional test-score internal consistency, stability, and generalizability were first supported (McDermott et al., 2009), and thereafter hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) was used to partition score variance into that part conveying children’s actual individual differences (the relevant target phenomena in any high-stakes psychological assessment) and that part conveying assessor bias (also known as assessor variance; Waterman et al., 2012). The technique was repeated for other high-stakes assessments in elementary school and on multiple occasions, each application revealing whether assessor variance was relatively trivial or substantial.

This article reports on the application of the Waterman et al. (2012) technique to WISC–IV assessments by regional school psychologists over a period of years. The sample comprises child examinees who were actually undergoing assessment for high-stakes special education classification and related clinical purposes. Whereas the study was designed to investigate the presence and extent of assessor bias variance, it was not designed to pinpoint the exact causes of that bias. Rather, multilevel procedures are used to narrow the scope of probable primary causes and ancillary empirical analyses, and interpretations are used to shed light on the most likely sources of WISC–IV score bias.

Method

Participants

Two large southwestern public school districts were recruited for this study by university research personnel, as regulated by Internal Review Board (IRB) and respective school district confidentiality and procedural policies. School District 1 had an enrollment of 32,500 students and included 31 elementary, eight middle, and six high schools. Ethnic composition for the 2009–2010 academic year was 67.2% Caucasian, 23.8% Hispanic, 4.0% African American, 3.9% Asian, and 1.1% Native American. District 2 served 26,000 students in 2009–2010, with 16 elementary schools, three kindergarten through eighth-grade schools, six middle schools, five high schools, and one alternative school. Caucasian students comprised 83.1% of enrollments, Hispanic 10.5%, Asian 2.9%, African American 1.7%, and other ethnic minorities 1.8%.

Eight trained school psychology doctoral students examined approximately 7,500 student special education files and retrieved pertinent information from all special education files spanning the years 2003–2010, during which psychologists had administered the WISC–IV. Although some special education files contained multiple periodic WISC–IV assessments, only those data pertaining to the first (or only) WISC–IV assessment for a given child were applied for this study; this was used as a measure to enhance comparability of assessment conditions and to avert sources of within-child temporal variance. Information was collected for a total of 2,783 children assessed for the first time via WISC–IV, that information having been provided by 448 psychologists over the study years, with 2,044 assessments collected through District 1 files and 739 District 2 files. The assessments ranged from one to 86 per psychologist ($M = 6.5$, $SD = 13.2$). Characteristics of the examining psychologists were not available through school district files, nor was such information necessary for the statistical separation of WISC–IV score variance attributable to psychologists versus children.

Sample constituency for the 2,783 first-time assessments included 66.0% male children, 78.3% Caucasian, 13.0% Hispanic, 5.4% African American, and 3.3% other less represented ethnic minorities. Ages ranged from 6 to 16 years ($M = 10.3$ years, $SD = 2.5$), where English was the home language for 95.0% of children (Spanish the largest exception at 3.8%) and English was the primary language for 96.7% of children (Spanish the largest exception at 2.3%).

Whereas all children were undergoing special education assessment for the first time using the WISC–IV, 15.7% of those children had undergone prior psychological assessments not involving the WISC–IV (periodic assessments were obligatory under state policy). All assessments were deemed as high stakes, with a primary diagnosis of learning disability rendered for 57.6% of children, emotional disturbance for 11.6%, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder for 8.0%, intellectual disability for 2.6%, 12.1% with other diagnoses, and 8.0% receiving no diagnosis. Secondary diagnoses included 10.3% of children with speech impairments and 3.7% with learning disabilities.

Instrumentation

The WISC–IV features 10 core and five supplemental subtests, each with an age-blocked population mean of 10 and standard deviation of 3. The core subtests are used to form four factor indexes, where the Verbal Comprehension Index (VCI) is based on...
the Similarities, Vocabulary, and Comprehension subtests; the Perceptual Reasoning Index is based on Block Design, Matrix Reasoning, and Picture Concepts subtests; the Working Memory Index (WMI) on the Digit Span and Letter–Number Sequencing subtests; and the Processing Speed Index (PSI) on the Coding and Symbol Search subtests. The FSIQ is also formed from the 10 core subtests. The factor indexes and FSIQ each retain an age-blocked population mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15. The supplemental subtests were not included in this study because their infrequent application precluded requisite statistical power for multilevel analyses.

Analyses

The eight school psychology doctoral students examined each special education case file and collected WISC–IV scores, assessment date, child demographics, consequent psychological diagnoses, and identity of the examining psychologist. Following IRB and school district requirements, the identity of participating children and psychologists was concealed before data were released to the researchers. Because test protocols were not accessible, nor had standardized observations of test sessions been conducted, it was not possible to determine whether specific scoring errors were present, nor to associate psychologists with specific error types. Rather, test score variability was analyzed via multilevel linear modeling as conducted through SAS PROC MIXED (SAS Institute, 2011).

As a preliminary step to identify the source(s) of appreciable score nesting, a three-level unconditional one-way random effects HLM model was tested for the FSIQ score and each respective factor index and subtest score, where Level 1 modeled score variance between children within psychologists, Level 2 modeled score variance between psychologists within school districts, and Level 3 modeled variance between school districts. This series of analyses sought to determine whether sufficient score variation existed between psychologists and whether this was related to school district affiliation. A second series of multilevel models examined the prospect that because all data had been filtered through a process involving eight different doctoral students, perhaps score variation was affected by the data collection mechanism as distinguished from the psychologists who produced the data. Here, an unconditional cross-classified model was constructed for FSIQ and each factor index and subtest score, with score variance dually nested within doctoral student data collectors and examining psychologists.

Setting aside alternative hypotheses regarding influence of data collectors and school districts, each IQ measure was examined through a two-level unconditional HLM model in which Level 1 represented variation between children within examining psychologists and Level 2 variation between psychologists. The intraclass correlation was derived from the random coefficient for intercepts associated with each model and thereafter converted to a percentage of score variation between psychologists and between children within psychologists.

Because psychologists were not assigned randomly to assess given children (assignment will normally vary as a function of random events, but also as related to which psychologists may more often be affiliated with certain child age cohorts, schools, educational levels, etc.), it seemed reasonable to hypothesize that such nonrandom assignment would potentially result in some systematic characterization of those students assessed by given psychologists. Thus, any systematic patterns of assignments by child demographics could somehow homogenize IQ score variation within psychologists. To ameliorate this potential, each two-level unconditional model was augmented by addition of covariates including child age, sex, ethnicity (minority vs. Caucasian), child primary language (English as a secondary language vs. English as a primary language), and their interactions. The binary covariates were transformed to reflect the percentage of children manifesting a given demographic characteristic as associated with each psychologist, and all the covariates were grand-mean centered to capture (and control) differences between psychologists (Hofmann & Gavim, 1998). Covariates were added systematically to the model for each IQ score so as to minimize Akaike’s information criterion (AIC; as recommended by Burnham & Anderson, 2004), and only statistically significant effects were permitted to remain in final models (although nonsignificant main effects were permitted to remain in the presence of their significant interactions). Whereas final models were tested under restricted maximum-likelihood estimation, and are so reported, the overall statistical consequence of the covariate augmentation for each model was tested through likelihood ratio deviance tests contrasting each respective unconditional and final conditional model under full maximum-likelihood estimation (per Littell, Milliken, Stroup, Wolﬁnger, & Schabenberger, 2006). In essence, the conditional models operated to correct estimates of between-psychologists variance (obtained through the initial unconditional models) for the prospect that some of that variance was inﬂuenced by the nonrandom assignment of psychologists to children.

Results

A preliminary unconditional HLM model was applied for FSIQ and each respective factor index and subtest score, where children were nested within psychologists and psychologists within school districts. The coefﬁcient for random intercepts of children nested within psychologists was statistically signiﬁcant for almost all models, but the coefﬁcient for psychologists nested within districts was nonsigniﬁcant for every model. Similarly, a preliminary multilevel model for each IQ score measured cross-classiﬁed children nested within data collectors as well as psychologists. No model produced a statistically signiﬁcant effect for collectors, whereas most models evinced a signiﬁcant effect for psychologists. Therefore, school district and data collection effects were deemed inconsequential, and subsequent HLM models tested a random intercept for nesting within psychologists only.

For each IQ score, two-level, unconditional and conditional HLM models were constructed, initially testing the presence of psychologist assessor variance and thereafter controlling for differences in child age, sex, ethnicity, language status, and their interactions. Table 1 reports the statistical signiﬁcance of the assessor variance effect for each IQ score and the estimated percentage of variance associated exclusively with psychologists versus children’s individual differences. The last column indicates the statistical signiﬁcance of the improvement of the conditional model (controlling for child demographics) over the unconditional model for each IQ measure. Where these values are nonsigniﬁcant, understanding is enhanced by interpreting percentages associated
Table 1
Percentages of Score Variance Associated With Examiner Psychologists Versus Children’s Individual Differences on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children—Fourth Edition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IQ score</th>
<th>Unconditional models</th>
<th>Conditional models</th>
<th>Difference between unconditional and conditional models (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>% variance between psychologists</td>
<td>% variance between children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Scale IQ</td>
<td>2,722</td>
<td>16.2***</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal Comprehension Index</td>
<td>2,783</td>
<td>14.0***</td>
<td>86.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarities</td>
<td>2,551</td>
<td>10.6***</td>
<td>89.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>2,538</td>
<td>14.3***</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>2,524</td>
<td>10.7***</td>
<td>87.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual Reasoning Index</td>
<td>2,783</td>
<td>7.1**</td>
<td>92.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Design</td>
<td>2,544</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>94.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Reasoning</td>
<td>2,520</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>97.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture Concepts</td>
<td>2,540</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>94.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Memory Index</td>
<td>2,782</td>
<td>9.8***</td>
<td>90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Span</td>
<td>2,548</td>
<td>7.8**</td>
<td>92.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter–Number Sequencing</td>
<td>2,486</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing Speed Index</td>
<td>2,778</td>
<td>12.6***</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td>2,528</td>
<td>9.2***</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol Search</td>
<td>2,521</td>
<td>12.7***</td>
<td>87.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Entries for percentage of variance between psychologists equal ICC × 100 as derived in hierarchical linear modeling. Percentages of variance between children equal (1 – ICC) × 100. Boldface entries are regarded optimal for interpretation purposes (in contrast to entries under the alternative conditional model, which do not represent significant improvement). Model specification is \( Y_{ij} = \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 X_{i} + \epsilon_{ij} \) where \( i \) indexes children within psychologists and \( j \) indexes psychologists. Significance tests indicate statistical significance of the random coefficient for psychologists, where \( p > .01 \) are considered nonsignificant. ICC = interclass correlation coefficient. b Entries for percentage of variance between psychologists equal residual ICC × 100 as derived in hierarchical linear modeling, incorporating statistically significant fixed effects for child age, sex, ethnicity, language status, and their interactions. Percentages of variance between children equal (1 – residual ICC) × 100. Boldface entries are regarded optimal for interpretation purposes (in contrast to entries under the alternative unconditional model). Model specification is \( Y_{ij} = \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 X_{i} + \epsilon_{ij} \) where \( i \) indexes children within psychologists, \( j \) indexes psychologists, and nonsignificant terms are dropped from models. Significance tests indicate statistical significance of the residualized random coefficient for psychologists, where \( p > .01 \) are considered nonsignificant. c Values are based on tests of the deviance between –2 log likelihood estimates for respective unconditional and conditional models under full maximum-likelihood estimation. \( p > .01 \) are considered nonsignificant (ns). d \( p < .01 \). e \( p < .001 \). f \( p < .0001 \).

with the unconditional model, and where values are significant, interpretation is enhanced by percentages associated with the conditional model. Following this logic, percentages preferred for interpretation are boldfaced.

The conditional models (which control for child demographics) make a difference for FSIQ, VCI (especially its Similarities subtest), WMI, and PSI (especially its Coding subtest) scores. This suggests at least that the nonrandom assignment of school psychologists to children may result in imbalanced distributions of children by their age, sex, ethnicity, and language status. This in itself is not problematic and likely reflects the realities of requisite quasi-systematic case assignment within school districts. Thus, psychologists will be assigned partly on the basis of their famil-

Discussion

The degree of assessor bias variance conveyed by FSIQ and VCI scores effectively vitiates the usefulness of those measures for differential diagnosis and classification, particularly in the vicinity of the critical cut points ordinarily applied for decision making. That is, to the extent that decisions on mental deficiency and intellectual giftedness will depend on discovery of FSIQs < 70 or > 130, respectively, or that ability-achievement discrepancies (whether based on regression modeling or not) will depend on accurate measurement of the FSIQ, those decisions cannot be
rendered with reasonable confidence because the IQ measures reflect substantial proportions of score variation emblematic of differences among examining psychologists rather than among children. The folly of basing decisions in part or in whole on such IQ measures is accentuated where the evidence (for intellectual disability, etc.) is anything but incontrovertible because the FSIQ score is markedly above or below the cut point or the ability-achievement discrepancy is so immense as to leave virtually no doubt that real and substantial disparity exists (see also Franklin et al., 1982; Gresham, 2009; Lee, Reynolds, & Willson, 2003; Mrazik et al., 2012; Reynolds & Milam, 2012, on the matter of high-stakes decisions following IQ test administration and scoring errors).

This study is limited by virtue of its dependence on a regional rather than a more representative national sample. Indeed, future research should explore the broader generalization of assessor bias effects. From one perspective, it would seem ideal if psychologists could be randomly assigned to children because that process would equitably disperse the myriad elements of variance that can neither be known nor controlled. From another perspective, random assignment is probably infeasible because, to the extent that participants and their families and schools are expecting psychological services from those practitioners who have the best relationships with given schools or school personnel or expertise with certain levels of child development, the reactivity associated with random assignment for high-stakes assessments could do harm or be perceived as doing harm.

Unfortunately, test protocols were inaccessible, and there were no standardized test session observations. Thus, it was not possible to associate specific errors with specific psychologists. Likewise, there was no information about the psychologists' demographic characteristics, nor the relationship between psychologists and children. However, the magnitude of bias effects found in this study makes it clear that future research should identify the causes of assessor variance and, if feasible, design interventions to reduce bias in children’s test scores.

It may be suggested with respect to the current study that the statistical models to control for nonrandom assignment using child demographics as covariates might further have been augmented through covariates controlling for the diagnoses rendered for children. The central hypothesis would be that nonrandom assignment may result in systematic patterns of diagnosis between psychologists, and those differences may be applied to explain why psychologists differ in IQ score generation. We resisted this notion because it essentially reverses the natural causal order whereby IQ scores are first generated and are expected to influence diagnoses, not the reverse where summary diagnoses are expected to influence IQ scores. While pondering the propriety of the hypothesis, we explored the utility of diagnoses to control for differences among psychologists and observed that the use of such information did little to diminish the assessor bias effects discovered without that information.

Given the serious implications of assessor bias for high-stakes psychological assessment, it would be somewhat comforting to believe that the problem might be mitigated through more competent and continued training of practicing psychologists. Thus, psychologists would be trained to a high criterion of accuracy and periodically requalified or refreshed as are some other specialists. This prospect follows the practice makes perfect paradigm. For the McDermott et al. (2009) studies, it was apparent that refresher training for those who individually administered cognitive tests tended to motivate trivial levels of assessor variance. But in those studies, test items and procedures that gave common cause for generating errors were systematically altered or eliminated from the tests. This has not been the practice for the WISC–IV, nor for similar Wechsler tests, and, regretably, there exists rather compelling evidence that additional training does not appreciably mitigate many administration and scoring errors (Kuentzel, Hettterscheidt, & Barnett, 2011; Legris, 2004; Loe, Kadulbek, & Marks, 2007; Moon, Blakey, Gorsuch, & Fantuzzo, 1991; Mrazik et al., 2012; Patterson, Slate, Jones, & Steger, 1995; Slate & Jones, 1990).

Related evidence suggests that certain Wechsler tasks, especially those requiring a uniform standard for the administration and scoring on the various verbal tests (Similarities, Vocabulary, Comprehension) and the consequent formation of dependent measures such as the VCI and FSIQ are simply too complex and make implausible any minimally acceptable accuracy. For example, verbal subtests have been found to be especially susceptible to errors for both graduate students and clinicians (Babad, Mann, & Mar-Hayim, 1975; Beasley, Lobusher, Henley, & Smith, 1988; Belk, LoBello, Ray, & Zachar, 2002; Bradley, Hanna, & Lucas, 1980; Eordodi, Richard, & Hopwood, 2009; Franklin et al., 1982; LoBello & Holley, 1999; Loe et al., 2007; Mrazik et al., 2012; Oakland et al., 1975; Plumb, 1955; Ryan & Schnakenberg-Ott, 2003; Satterlin, Winget, & Roth, 1969; Slate & Chick, 1989; Slate, Jones, Murray, & Coulter, 1993).

Moreover, it should be recognized that compromised administration and scoring is not unique to cognitive tests, nor restricted to verbal components of the WISC–IV, but is rather more endemic to psychological assessment in general, reaching back nearly a century and affecting a broad collection of measuring devices (Allard & Faust, 2000; Charter, Walden, & Padilla, 2000; Edwards & Rottman, 2011; Goddard, Simons, Patton, & Sullivan, 2004; Kozora, Kongs, Hampton, & Zhang, 2008; Matthey, Lee, Črnčec, & Trapolini, 2013; Ramos, Alfonso, & Schermherhorn, 2009; Schafer et al., 2011; Simons, Goddard, & Patton, 2002; Sullivan, 2000; Terman, 1918). Evidently, scoring and administration errors, use of the wrong tables, clerical errors, judgment errors, and the like, are pervasive in psychological assessment. Deviations from standardized administration and scoring procedures, which can introduce serious error, may also be ubiquitous (Wolfe-Christensen & Callahan, 2008).

Additionally, characteristics of the examiner, examinee, or examiner–examinee relationship may impact test scores (Glutting, Oakland, & Konold, 1994; see also Sattler, 2008, pp. 41–44). First, psychological examiners are vulnerable to the same cognitive limitations and biases as other humans (Garb, 2010; Ruscio, 2007). Second, test scores may be influenced by the examinee’s familiarity with the examiner. Children with language handicaps, learning disabilities, and autism as well as children from low-socioeconomic and minority households have been found to achieve lower scores on demanding cognitive tests if tested by unfamiliar examiners (Cohen’s $d = .47–.73$; Fuchs & Fuchs, 1986, 1989; Fuchs, Fuchs, Garwick, & Featherstone, 1983; Fuchs, Fuchs, & Power, 1987; Fuchs, Fuchs, Power, & Dailey, 1985; Szarko, Brown, & Watkins, 2013). Finally, examinee motivation may impact test scores (Eberthon & Axelrod, 2013; Phay, 1990).
Cognitive tests are assumed to be measures of maximal performance, and examinees should be optimally motivated to perform well (Ackerman & Heggestad, 1997). However, a recent meta-analysis revealed that material incentives increased IQ scores by 0.64 standard deviations, suggesting that motivation and effort may not be uniformly high in all testing situations (Duckworth, Quinn, Lynam, Loeb, & Stouthamer-Loeb, 2011). In short, “there are innumerable sources of error in giving and scoring mental tests of whatever kind” (Terman, 1918, p. 33).

Conclusion
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